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the meaning of barrier is something material that blocks or is intended to block passage how to
use barrier in a sentence a long pole fence wall or natural feature such as a mountain or sea
that stops people from going somewhere barriers have been erected all along the route the pope
will take the mountains acted as a natural barrier to the spread of the disease see also crash
barrier uk noun anything serving to obstruct passage or to maintain separation such as a fence or
gate anything that prevents or obstructs passage access or progress a barrier of distrust
anything that separates or hinders union a language barrier an exposed offshore sand bar
separated from the shore by a lagoon synonyms for barrier wall fence barricade obstacle hedge
hurdle block chain antonyms of barrier door entry entrance gate doorway portal gap entryway a
long pole fence wall or natural feature such as a mountain or sea that stops people from going
somewhere barriers have been erected all along the route the pope will take the mountains acted
as a natural barrier to the spread of the disease see also crash barrier uk barriers are walls
either physical or metaphorical they can block movement the great wall of china was a barrier to
block invading forces from entering a window shade is a light barrier a particular amount level
or number that it is difficult to get past definition of barrier noun in oxford advanced learner
s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and
more a type of fence that prevents people from going into an area police erected barriers to hold
back the crowd barrier noun c limit b2 something that prevents people from doing what they want
to do kim is taking spanish lessons in an attempt to overcome the language barrier shyness is a
big barrier to making friends see also crash barrier a barrier is an object or layer that
physically prevents something from moving from one place to another a severe storm which
destroyed a natural barrier between the house and the lake between the packaging must provide an
effective barrier to prevent contamination of the product noun ˈbæriər an object like a fence
that prevents people from moving forward from one place to another the crowd had to stand behind
barriers show your ticket at the barrier the car crashed into the safety barrier and burst into
flames take your english to the next level barrier meaning 1 something such as a fence or natural
obstacle that prevents or blocks movement from one place to another 2 a law rule problem etc that
makes something difficult or impossible the meaning of barrier definition of barrier english
dictionary and integrated thesaurus for learners writers teachers and students with advanced
intermediate and beginner levels find 52 different ways to say barrier along with antonyms
related words and example sentences at thesaurus com a solid structure that encloses an area or
separates one area from another noun synonyms partition wall something that impedes or prevents
entry or passage noun synonyms bar obstacle barricade impediment hindrance hurdle obstruction
roadblock wall block fence drawback stop boundary restraint moat limit parapet trench a fence or
other obstacle that prevents movement or access a circumstance or obstacle that keeps people or
things apart or prevents communication or progress british a gate that controls access to a
building or facility a barrier constructed to hold back water and raise its level more noun noun
definition of barrier synonyms for barrier the tree s roots serve as a barrier against soil
erosion the mountain range forms a natural barrier between the two countries he argues that
regulations should not be viewed as barriers to progress both leaders are in favor of removing
trade barriers the term barrier refers to an object or structure that acts as a physical or
conceptual obstruction preventing movement access or communication it can be a physical entity
such as a wall fence or gate or an abstract concept that hinders progress or understanding
barrier n anything meant to obstruct entrance early 14c barere from anglo french barrere old
french barriere obstacle gatekeeper from barre bar see bar n 1 earliest known record of barrier
reef is from 1805 also from early 14c entries linking to barrier bar n 1 n assistance green light
n a barrier is a problem that prevents two people or groups from agreeing communicating or
working with each other there is no reason why love shouldn t cross the age barrier she had been
waiting for simon to break down the barrier between them synonyms hindrance check difficulty
restriction more synonyms of barrier 3 countable noun
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barrier definition meaning merriam webster Apr 04 2024 the meaning of barrier is something
material that blocks or is intended to block passage how to use barrier in a sentence
barrier english meaning cambridge dictionary Mar 03 2024 a long pole fence wall or natural
feature such as a mountain or sea that stops people from going somewhere barriers have been
erected all along the route the pope will take the mountains acted as a natural barrier to the
spread of the disease see also crash barrier uk
barrier definition meaning dictionary com Feb 02 2024 noun anything serving to obstruct passage
or to maintain separation such as a fence or gate anything that prevents or obstructs passage
access or progress a barrier of distrust anything that separates or hinders union a language
barrier an exposed offshore sand bar separated from the shore by a lagoon
barrier synonyms 55 similar and opposite words merriam Jan 01 2024 synonyms for barrier wall
fence barricade obstacle hedge hurdle block chain antonyms of barrier door entry entrance gate
doorway portal gap entryway
barrier definition in the cambridge english dictionary Nov 30 2023 a long pole fence wall or
natural feature such as a mountain or sea that stops people from going somewhere barriers have
been erected all along the route the pope will take the mountains acted as a natural barrier to
the spread of the disease see also crash barrier uk
barrier definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Oct 30 2023 barriers are walls either physical
or metaphorical they can block movement the great wall of china was a barrier to block invading
forces from entering a window shade is a light barrier
barrier noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Sep 28 2023 a particular amount level or
number that it is difficult to get past definition of barrier noun in oxford advanced learner s
dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more
barrier meaning cambridge learner s dictionary Aug 28 2023 a type of fence that prevents people
from going into an area police erected barriers to hold back the crowd barrier noun c limit b2
something that prevents people from doing what they want to do kim is taking spanish lessons in
an attempt to overcome the language barrier shyness is a big barrier to making friends see also
crash barrier
barrier definition and meaning collins english dictionary Jul 27 2023 a barrier is an object or
layer that physically prevents something from moving from one place to another a severe storm
which destroyed a natural barrier between the house and the lake between the packaging must
provide an effective barrier to prevent contamination of the product
barrier noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Jun 25 2023 noun ˈbæriər an object like
a fence that prevents people from moving forward from one place to another the crowd had to stand
behind barriers show your ticket at the barrier the car crashed into the safety barrier and burst
into flames take your english to the next level
barrier definition meaning britannica dictionary May 25 2023 barrier meaning 1 something such as
a fence or natural obstacle that prevents or blocks movement from one place to another 2 a law
rule problem etc that makes something difficult or impossible
barrier dictionaries and vocabulary tools for english Apr 23 2023 the meaning of barrier
definition of barrier english dictionary and integrated thesaurus for learners writers teachers
and students with advanced intermediate and beginner levels
52 synonyms antonyms for barrier thesaurus com Mar 23 2023 find 52 different ways to say barrier
along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com
barrier synonyms and antonyms yourdictionary Feb 19 2023 a solid structure that encloses an area
or separates one area from another noun synonyms partition wall something that impedes or
prevents entry or passage noun synonyms bar obstacle barricade impediment hindrance hurdle
obstruction roadblock wall block fence drawback stop boundary restraint moat limit parapet trench
what is another word for barrier wordhippo Jan 21 2023 a fence or other obstacle that prevents
movement or access a circumstance or obstacle that keeps people or things apart or prevents
communication or progress british a gate that controls access to a building or facility a barrier
constructed to hold back water and raise its level more noun
examples of barrier in a sentence merriam webster Dec 20 2022 noun definition of barrier synonyms
for barrier the tree s roots serve as a barrier against soil erosion the mountain range forms a
natural barrier between the two countries he argues that regulations should not be viewed as
barriers to progress both leaders are in favor of removing trade barriers
how to use barrier in a sentence unpacking the word Nov 18 2022 the term barrier refers to an
object or structure that acts as a physical or conceptual obstruction preventing movement access
or communication it can be a physical entity such as a wall fence or gate or an abstract concept
that hinders progress or understanding
barrier etymology of barrier by etymonline Oct 18 2022 barrier n anything meant to obstruct
entrance early 14c barere from anglo french barrere old french barriere obstacle gatekeeper from
barre bar see bar n 1 earliest known record of barrier reef is from 1805 also from early 14c
entries linking to barrier bar n 1
barrier antonyms 275 opposites of barrier power thesaurus Sep 16 2022 n assistance green light n
barrier definition in american english collins english Aug 16 2022 a barrier is a problem that
prevents two people or groups from agreeing communicating or working with each other there is no
reason why love shouldn t cross the age barrier she had been waiting for simon to break down the
barrier between them synonyms hindrance check difficulty restriction more synonyms of barrier 3
countable noun
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